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Piracy is headline news. Internationally, maritime nations are struggling to find ways to effectively respond to a growing renaissance in illicit activity at sea that began in the last quarter of the twentieth century. In this book, Martin Murphy asks three questions: What is the form of contemporary piracy; what is maritime terrorism; and are these two similar or linked? He attempts to give precision to contested concepts, such as piracy, maritime terrorism, and organized crime. For example, the confusion surrounding piracy begins with definitions. The United Nations Law of the Sea Convention (UNCLOS) defines piracy as acts carried out on the high seas for private ends. This definition clouds the issue by excluding incidents that are state-sponsored, e.g., the 1975 seizure of SS Mayaguez. Further, the majority of incidents occur not on the high seas but in waters under the jurisdiction of "weak states," i.e., states unable or unwilling to protect life and property from predation. At issue is a lack of effective jurisdiction.

This book helps the uninitiated to wrestle with the issues in all their complexity. Murphy looks at the ways in which a number of factors—organized crime, history, culture, geography, and political instability—interact with an environment that by its nature is anarchic and hence rife with opportunity for a variety of predators. His analysis brings to light some unexpected insights, chief among which is the essential requirement for a terrestrial component to enable piracy and maritime terrorism, for these cannot exist without a land-based infrastructure. Thus, any truly effective counter to these movements must include the denial of bases and systems ashore which dispose of and support the maritime component. The book examines issues such as the challenges in data collection, government corruption, and the use of ships as delivery systems for terrorist acts. This exhaustively researched and documented commentary is an excellent starting point for any informed and nuanced discussion of these problems.
Murphy concludes that while it is a global phenomenon, piracy is not a problem everywhere, and it occurs in clusters, such as the Malacca Straits, Indonesia, and the Gulf of Aden. While at this time piracy does not have a large impact on the bulk of international commerce, when linked with transnational organized crime, it has the potential to significantly affect international security. At present, maritime terrorism has been and remains a relatively rare problem, but one that bears watching. To date, connections between pirates and terrorists have been tenuous. While similar factors affect their use of the sea, their widely divergent motivations and operations have tended to keep them apart in the past, but this could change. There is still far more to be said about these questions, but Murphy provides a treasure-house of information, analysis, and insight. This is an excellent primer!
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